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I. Modified JACOBI's Method [1] for finding the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of a Hermitian matrix is a well-suited algorithm for ILLIAC IV.
It is based on the idea of subjecting the matrix to a series of orthogonal
transformations that eliminate the off-diagonal elements such that the matrix
under consideration becomes diagonal. ILLIAC IV with its parallel structure
provides a tool for eliminating n off-diagonal elements in one single sweep,
so that the whole process of making the matrix diagonal becomes very rapid.
II. Modified EBERLEIN's Method for real matrices:
While Jacobi's method is applied to Hermitian matrices, Eberlein's
method [2] applies a series of similarity transformations to a non-symmetric
matrix until it is practically normal. The resultant normal matrix is then
reduced to the diagonal form [2], obtaining the eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
The results, of course, are best when the matrix can be made diagonal.
This document presents a brief theoretical background and a detailed
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A. Modified JACOBI's Method :
The classical Jacobi Method reduces a symmetric matrix to a diagonal
matrix by a series of orthogonal transformations:
t t
A x = cp A cp , cp cp = I
.
r+1 r rr rr
Each transformation cp A cp eliminates two identical off-diagonal elements. It
r r r
is, however, possible [l] to eliminate n off-diagonal elements, n being the
order of the matrix A, by one orthogonal transformation. This can be achieved









assuming that n is even and
cos a sin ol
•sin OL cos OL
The matrix A _ will therefore consist of 2 x 2 submatrices of the form
r+1
(A ), _ v = (T A T
t
) p,q = (0,1, . . . n/2 - l)
pq y (r+l) ' P pq q r
For the diagonal submatrix
-1-
<v.
2k, 2k 2k, 2k +1
2k,2k+-l 2k+-l,2k+l
(r) (r)
cos OC and sin cr are chosen such that
X,
(r) / \
and sin <X = -z I 1 - rr-














\ ~ 2k,2k 2k+l,2k+-l' \ ~ l\ \/
t - 2a<
r >\ " 2k,2kfl'
Since \cc_ '
\ < x/k, then cos cc ' will always he taken positive and sin or






2k, 2k ' a2kfl, 2k +1
With this transformation-matrix T. the new matrix (A.






2k +1, 2k 4-1
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After eliminating n off-diagonal elements of A, the matrix must be











1 o ... o
This permutation shifts the second row and second column into the
place of the last row and last column, respectively. In this way, new






In order to subject all off-diagonal elements to this orthogonal
transformation, the matrix A is exposed to a further transformation r
it* = I,






with I, an (n-m) x (n-m) identity matrix and I„ an m x m identity matrix,
where m is determined by
n
m = index i of max E la. . L
The convergence of A toward a diagonal matrix WAW is the fastest, since
TAT rearranges the matrix such that the largest off-diagonal element is
eliminated first.
The matrix is sufficiently made diagonal if the ratio
T] = E/D
is less than an arbitrarily small number
|; | - 10"
8
(E /Do )
where E is the sum of the squares of the off-diagonal elements and D is the





are calculated from the original matrix. The above
value of | has proven to be sufficient. The almost diagonal matrix A will






W = (cp . . . . Rp ... t9Q Wi )N m-1 n-1 2 TT 1'
is the matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors. Since the number of trans-






To have bounds for these eigenvalues one is referred to Gershgorin's theorem
which states that if X is an eigenvalue of an arbitrary n-rowed matrix
A = (a ), then for some k, (l < k < n),
\k - X\ < a.k,l 1 4t,k-l' ' k,kfl' '^n 1
For each k = 1 ; 2, 3j •••> n this inequality determines a closed circular
disk,, whose center is the eigenvalue K and whose radius is given by the sum
of the absolute values of the elements in row k excluding a,, = K.
It may be added that the eigenvalue problem for a complex Hermitian
matrix may be reduced to that of real symmetric matrices.
Let the n x n complex Hermitian matrix A be denoted by
A = B + i C
where B is real symmetric (B = B ), and C is skew- symmetric (C = -C ). Then




has the eigenvalues \n , \ : \_, \_: ...; X , X and to each X. there1' 1' 2' 2' ' rr n j













If X. is the eigenvalue of A then (u . f iv.) is the corresponding eigenvector.
B. Modified EBEKLEIN's Method :
This method can be stated briefly as follows [2]: "A matrix A,
which can be made diagonal, is normalized by subjecting it to a sequence of
similarity transformations A , = U " A U , such that A , is arbitrarilyJ e-t-leee 7 efl J
close to being normal, i.e., the matrix C=AA-AAis arbitrarilyto ' '
e e e e e
small. Once the matrix is normal, it can be subjected to algorithms like
Jacobi's method to reduce the matrix to a diagonal form and, thus, obtain the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A.
"
The transformation matrices U are given by U = M P Q , where
e e e e e
(1) M is a permutation matrix determined as follows:
Let A" = M
1




2x2 diagonal submatrix C, , has an element c„, , „, of at least average
value of all the off-diagonal elements of C". For example, in order to brin£
the off-diagonal element c
nrir ,
(u <v), of maximum absolute value, in the
e.)(e. - e.) t .
uv
position (1,2), M is given by I, I_ , where I. . =1 - (e.* v
' '' e
& J lu 2v' ij l











M _ cos yk sin yR
-sin yk cos yR (e)
6-









whe t .tre c . . are the elements of the matrix C = AA - A A, and if cos 2v i
l.l ^ k
of the same sign as ce 01 , „, , then (c~. n _ n ) . . attains its maximum value,D 2k-l,2k v 2k-l,2k' (e+l)
(3) Q = diat
e
q (e) q (e) (e)















cos hx sin hx
e e
sin hx cos hx
e e












A' = (M P ) A (M P ),
e e e' e
x
e e'





2 km km 1 'km km'k,m k,m
Dkm ~ ^
a2k-l,2m-l " a2k,2m^




It can be proved [2] that A approaches a normal matrix as e + <».
Considering only real matrices then for the practically normal







is also normal, where either
a) a = a or
pq IP
b) a = -a and a = a
' pq qp pp qq
A generalized Jacob! method is then used to reduce A to the diagonal form
hence obtaining both the eigenvalues and eigenvectors [2].
II. IMPLEMENTATION
A. Jacobi : Finding Eigenvalues of a Hermitian Matrix
1. Storage Scheme
To demonstrate the storage scheme let us look at an example. Let
ILLIAC IV; for the sake of demonstration, he a 6 (six) EE machine.
Assuming all preliminary tests (see section 2.b.l-3, P« 1*0 are
executed, then BASE, the N x N matrix for which the eigenvalues are sought
will be of the form:
BASE: in EE memory




oi\ a02 a03 aok a05
a
01
all/ ai2 ai3 ^ ai5



























To calculate cos OL } sin QL (see section 2.b.4, p. Ik) the matrix is




- 0, 1, 2, ..., 2
1).
-9-
To achieve greatest efficiency; the algorithm calculates cos a,
,
sin a in pairs of PEs, i.e.,
FE
cos ql cos a cos a cos QL cos a cos a
-sin a sin a -sin ap sin QL -sin a sin OL
In doing so, the anglematrix AJMAT is formed and unnecessary routing is avoided.
ANMAT will he of the form:
ANMAT: in IE memory
PE
cos QL sin QL
-sin QL cos Qn.n L
cos Qp sin Q?
sin Oi cos Q
cos a_ sin a_
-sin Q.-, cos a






BASE • (AB4AT) is multiplied using Knapp's method [3] with the provision that
diagonals with all zeroes are skipped. In doing so, one row of (BASE ) =
-10-
BASE • (ANMAT) is computed using only three multiplications and additions.
Thus, to multiply BASE • ( ANMAT), 3N multiplications are required.
In calculating BASE = (ANMAT) t • (BASE 1 ) the algorithm which
performs this computation takes advantage of the fact that BASE is symmetric;
i.e., only N/2 + 1 diagonals of (BASE 1 ) participate in the multiplication.
The order of simultaneous multiplications then becomes:
Example: Let (BASE') he an 8 x 8 matrix.
1 2 3 h 5
1 2 3 k 5
1 .2 3 h 5
1 2 3 h 5
5 1 2 3 U
k 5 1 2 3
3 k 5 1 2
2 3 h 5 1
Equal numbers represent simultaneous computations. Each diagonal again needs
only 3 multiplications so that BASE, the final matrix, has all elements
computed after 3((N/2) + l) + 3N multiplications = 3 • (3(w/2) + 1).
Further explanations are found in Section 2.b.5-7> P* !?• The matrix
(BASE') is now of the form
-11-







































Now the matrix is rearranged to bring new elements into the (2k,2k+l),
(2k+l,2k) positions (see Section 2.b-9, p. 21). Then BASE will be of the
form:
12-










l64 tt2^ \ a34 *W ° al4
^05 "-25 ~35 /~55 a15
a
l2
ai3 ai4 \al5 aii'
The matrix is ready for another elimination and transformation process as
described above.
2. Computation
With no loss in generality, let
BASE: be the matrix from which the eigenvalues are
being calculated
EIGV: be the eigenvector-matrix
ANMAT: be the angle -matrix
TBASE: a matrix for temporary storage
EPS: an error-matrix
The program is subdivided into two parts:
a. the part that calls the subroutine (Appendix A)
b. the subroutine itself (Appendix B)
-13-
a) The calling program : has to contain
(1) the "DEFINE CALL" statement (standard form)
(2) the matrix containing the data from the eigenvalues
are to he found
(3) the definition of:
i. the eigenvector-matrix: EIGV BLK N;
ii. the angle-matrix: ANMAT: BLK N;
iii. the temporary storage-matrix: TBASE: BLK N;
Note : The two blocks of storage for ANMAT and TBASE are purposely left out-
side of the subroutine , so that the space becomes available for the user after
leaving the subroutine.
iv. the error-matrix: EPS: BLK N;
The address of EPS is needed if this routine is used in connection with EBEKL,
a routine which normalizes a matrix. If EIGEN routine is used alone the
statement under (iv) is left out.
v. the order of the matrix: DEFINE N = n#;
n has to be an even integer.
Thus, the actual call- statement becomes
CALL EIGEN(BASE,EIGV, ANMAT, TBASE, o|EPS,N);
The word "EIGEN" is the name of the subroutine, and the user is
required to use that word.
The terms in parentheses are optional, but not their order; that is,
to make the call- statement more general, it must read







The printout is up to the discretion of the user. If he, however,
wants the original matrix BASE printed, the sequence of instructions
accomplishing that task must appear "before he calls the subroutine, since
BASE is changed during the computation and will contain the eigenvalues on
the main diagonal after leaving the subroutine.
The subroutine itself contains one print statement originating from
the internal procedure "GERSH". The values printed are the radii of the
Gershgorin disks, representing the bounds on the eigenvalues.
b) The subroutine EIGEN and the Jacobi algorithm : The entry point of the
subroutine is at card image 111000 and is named EIGEN.
EIGEN makes a matrix diagonal and returns the eigenvalues, their
corresponding eigenvectors and an upper bound for those eigenvalues.
At the beginning of the program the registers S, R, X and D, the
ACARs and 1 are saved as well as a block of 8 local memory registers,
namely $D32-$D39. The user is advised not to use $D0-$D31, since they will
be overwritten. For him, $D32-$D63 are available, and are restored to
their original state before leaving EIGEN.
Upon entering the subroutine, $C3 will contain the return-address
which is saved in .RETUR.
$C2 contains the address of LIST, which in turn contains the
addresses of the parameters. These are stored as follows:
.ADRA contains address of BASE
.ADRB contains address of EIGV
.ADRC contains address of ANMAT
.ADRD contains address of TBASE
•ADRE contains address of EPS
.N contains n as given by DEFINE N = njfjh
After executing a sequence of instructions which set up a series of
constants, the actual Jacobi algorithm is entered, beginning with a sequence
of tests:
-15-
1. RWSM: serves to find the row index i for
n-1
max X |a. .; i = 0, 1, 2, ..., n-1
and to store the result in .MAX.
2. ANYR : The value for .MAX is passed into ANYR for an any-row, any-column
shuffle, with any = .MAX. This procedure rearranges BASE such
that the row with the maximal rowsum is shuffled into the place of
the first row.
The reason for 1. and 2. is to bring the largest elements of BASE
into such a position that they can he eliminated first. Thus, one achieves
a faster convergence toward a diagonal matrix BASE.
Note : All calls of a procedure are done through $C3 by
SLIT(3) = <hame of procedure>;
EXCHL(3) $ICR;
When entering a procedure the return address in $C3 is always stored in .SAV1.
If the procedure calls another procedure the return address is stored in . SAV3'
3« COW : The next test is a so-called threshold check. All elements of
-k
BASE [21-1,21] are compared to a value BD. BD = 10 " for k = 1, 2,
k, 8. If the above test is satisfied, i.e., BASE [21-1,21] < BD,
all other computations are skipped (see Flowchart 1: MAINPROGBAM)
,
and BASE is rearranged by a 2nd row, 2nd-column shuffle (for SHUFL
see 8. below). Thus, new elements are brought into the (21-1, 21
)
positions, and BASE is retested. BD changes only after SHUFL has
o
been executed (n-2) times. As long as BD > 10 , BASE is not
tested for diagonalization. The purpose of CONV is to eliminate
larger elements of BASE first, thus further speeding up the
convergence of the algorithm.
k. ANGLE : If the test in CONV is not satisfied, i.e., BASE [21-1,21] > BD,
then the procedure ANGLE is entered, and the rotation-angles are
calculated; i.e., cos OL and sin <X are formed from BASE and
-16-
placed as 2 x 2 matrices into ANMAT. The program is straight-
forward and can be surveyed easily, since many subdivisions and
comments contribute to its better readability.
Note : However, the reader should keep in mind that a parallel machine is
being used, and that one test can be satisfied for one register in one EE but
not necessarily for another EE.
5. MULTFL : Having found ANMAT, the off-diagonal elements of BASE are
eliminated by a series of multiplications; i.e., (ANMAT) x (BASE) x
(ANMAT) -^ is executed. The same procedure is used to find the
eigenvectors; i.e., EIGV = EIGV x (ANMAT) 1 '• EIGV = I initially.
The method used to multiply two matrices stored in straight format
is known as Knapp's Method [3]« Its advantage over the log- sum
method is that only w multiplications and additions are needed to
achieve the result, while in the log-sum method N^ multiplications,
and ( k+l ) x W additions are needed, where 2 < N < 2 . As k
increases, i.e., N increases, the log-sum method becomes more
inefficient. Because of the tridiagonal nature of ANMAT further
efficiency in multiplying BASE • ANMAT is achieved by skipping the
multiplication when all elements of ANMAT are zero. The elements
of each row of (BASE') are then found, after 3 multiplications,
so that (BASE') = BASE • ANMAT is found after 3 • N multiplications,
6. TRASFOS : finds the transpose of ANMAT by changing the sign of sin Q^.
7. SAMUL : This procedure multiplies (ANMAT) by (BASE'). Taking advantage
of the symmetry of the resulting matrix only the first (N/2) + 1
diagonals of (BASE') are considered. The multiplication process
is done by multiplying diagonals with diagonals.
-17-
Example:
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Second step: Multiply after routing d = 1 left (d = distance)
a




ii3 V^ ° bo5
Third step: Multiply after routing d = 1 right
PE: 12 3 k 5
b
50









































and store in the main diagonal of BASE.
































After shifting the matrix (ANMAT) d = 1 to the right (this is not actually
done but think of it that way for better understanding), repeat steps 1-k
starting with element b down the diagonal in step 1, b down the diagonal
in step 2 and b p down the diagonal in step 3. Repeating steps 1-4 ((N/2) + l)
times, all elements of the symmetric matrix BASE are known and the following




























where equal numbers represent simultaneous operations. The diagonal numbered
5 = ((N/2) + l) forms an exception. When filling the rest of the matrix only
the elements in PE (N/2) to PE (N - l) participate, overwriting the elements
numbered ((n/2) + l) in PE to FE ((n/2) - 1).
Since each diagonal is formed after 3 multiplications, all elements
are found after 3 * ((n/2) + l) multiplications. The total transformation
BASE = (AJMAT) 1 BASE • AKMAT
is executed with 3((N/2) + l) + 3N = 3((3N/2) + l) multiplications instead of
2 • (N *2) multiplications using the conventional ways in multiplying 3
matrices. Looking at a 64 x 6k matrix the transformation is executed after
3((3N/2) + 1) = 291 multiplications instead of 2 • (N *2) = 8192
multiplications using conventional ways.
8. SHUEL: To bring new elements of BASE into the (21-1, 21 ) positions for
another elimination, BASE enters the procedure SHUEL in which the
2nd-row and 2nd-column are brought into the place of the last row
-20-
and last column, respectively. This process corresponds in theory
to the transformation cp x BASE/ v x cp .
Now BASE is ready for another transformation; i.e., steps 3-8 are re-executed.





the algorithm is started from 1. After BD has reached the value 10" , the
matrix BASE is tested for diagonalization. The convergence factor is found in
9. ADDIT : Calculating first
E = Z a. . for all i and j,
then
n-1




one has S as S = E/d. S is then checked against KSI =10 x E /D
,
where E and D are taken from the original matrix. If S < KSI is
satisfied, the matrix BASE is sufficiently diagonalized, and
BASE [1,1] are the eigenvalues. If S > KSI, the algorithm is
repeated going hack to 3« or !•
10. GERSH : Having calculated the eigenvalues, GERSH finds their upper
hounds [h] "by
n-1
radii = Z a. . i = 0, 1, 2, 3; • •
•
> n - 1, i ^ j
j=0 1J
according to Gershgorin's theorem for hounds on eigenvalues. The
procedure prints out the result.
Final Comment : The routines ROUTE, R0TAL and R0TAR are standard parts of any
major program. They adjust routing of registers and rotating of
patterns in ACARs to the left and right, respectively. They make
it possible to handle matrices of sizes N < 6k and, therefore,
make every program more general in nature.
The flow-charts are purposely made lengthy to aid the reader and
help him gain a better understanding of the program.
-21-
Comments within the program are made wherever the author deemed it
necessary. For the most part these comments pertain to groups of instructions,
Since the assembly language ASK is highly mnemonic, comments in abundance
would hamper rather than facilitate readability.
-22-
3- Flowcharts
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Flowchart 2. Flowcharts of the Individual Routines
a) RWSM: Summing up the Individual Rows of A and Find the INDE of the Row
























Overwrite $A where $A<$S
This comparison is done
in the LOOP "RSM" . $S
is shuffled in powers
of two. Six compari-
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TEMP Containing Individual







b ) M2i : Stands for ANY-row, ANY-column Shuffle, where MY = .MAX. It
"brings the Row with the Largest Elements into a Position, where
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0.5 + o^M tempi; + l
i
;in ol =s/0.5 - .5/7( TEMPI)
2
+ 1
We have to realize
that these tests
are based on the
parallel structure
of ILLIAC IV, i.e.
the elements
ANMAT [21,21-1] are
never the same for
the different steps
and that all branches
are satisfied for


















d) MULTPL : Multiplication-Routine A x B for Two Matrices . Addressing is
























a) SHUFL : This Part brings the 2nd-Row to the Bottom of the Matrix and the






J = I + 1
Load Row J and
Store it
in Row I
1 = 1 + 1
J = J + 1
no
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Row I d = 1 left;
N - 2 elements
(SHZ)
to the right of column 2
participate in this part
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1 = N- IE
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Store Result in TEMP
6
-1*0-
Load $A from NUMB
I
Route d = 1 Right
Store in $X




Route d = I - 1 Right
Store in TEMPI
Load $A from NUMB
I
Route $A d = I - 1 Right
Store in $S
Load $A from BASE
:
$S Indexed
Multiply $A by TEMPI
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Add TEMP
and Store in TEMP
I
Load $A from NUMB
Route d = 1 Left
Store in $X
I
Load $A from ANMAT,
$X Indexed
Route $A d = I + 1 Right
Store in TEMPI
Load NUMB into $A




Load $A from BASE,
$S Indexed
-1+2-
Multiply $A by TEMPI
I
Add TEMP to $A
and Store in TEMP
Load $A from NUMB
Route d = I Right
and Store in $S
I





Route d = N - I Right
I
Store in $S







B. Eberlein: Normalizing a Matrix
1. Storage Scheme
The storage scheme is the same as described under Jacobi (see
Section II. A. l). The transformations here are somewhat modified since we are
dealing with non-symmetric matrices. The transformation (BASE') = BASE • ANMAT
follows the same pattern as under Jacobi, however the transformation
(ANMAT) t * (BASE 1 ) = BASE is done in the following way:









We notice that all 2x2 submatrices are equal to each other. Bringing
coshij/ and sinhnj; up into CU memory and then broadcasting, the multiplication
becomes
:
Step l: Multiply simultaneously cosh\h by row I, I = 0, 2, h, . . *, W - 2
of (BASE')
Step 2: Multiply simultaneously sinh\|r by row I + 1, 1 = 0, 2, k, . .., N - 2
of (BASE')
Step 3 : Add results from steps 1-2 and store in row I of BASE
Then switch coshiK and sinb]/ and repeat steps 1-3; but storing the result in
row I + 1, now, of BASE. Each row, thus, is found after 2 multiplications,
-kk-
(ANMAT) tachieving a 2 • N multiplication for the transformation BASE
[BASE 1 )- The total amount of multiplications for BASE = (AUMAT) " • BASE
UMAT is 2N + 3N = 5N. For a 6k x 6k matrix this means 320 instead of the
3192 multiplications necessary for conventionally multiplying three matrices
>y each other.
I. Computation
The program is subdivided into two separate parts
:
a. the part that calls the subroutine
b. the subroutine itself
The "call" statement reads
CALL EBERL(BASE,CMAT,ANMAT,TBASE,EBEIG,EPS,N);
AT - AT • A (A = BASE)
there
EBERL is the name of the subroutine
BASE: the original matrix, which will be returned normalized
CMAT: a temporary matrix used for storing A
ANMAT: a temporary matrix used for storing the transformation
matrices P and Q .
e e
TBASE: a temporary matrix used for scratch




needed, if EBERL is used in connection with Jacobi,
to produce correct eigenvectors
EPS: the matrix which returns the error made when making BASE
symmetric after BASE is normalized
N: the order of the matrix
lNMAT, TBASE and CMAT are available to the user after leaving the subroutine,
The Subroutine EBERL and the Eberlein Algorithms . The entry point
)f the subroutine is at card image 155300 and is named EBERL.
45-
EBERL normalizes a matrix and returns a symmetric matrix if all
a = a or an asymmetric matrix if some/all a = -a and a = a . It
pq qp pq qp pp qq
also returns the product of all transformation matrices and the error-
matrix found when making the practically normal matrix symmetric.
At the beginning of the program the registers S, R, X and D, and the
ACARs and 1 are saved as well as two blocks of 8 local memory registers,
namely $D32-$Vf. The user is advised not to use $D0-$D31, since they will he
overwritten, unless he saves the content of those registers himself.
Upon entering the subroutine, $C3 will contain the return- address
which is saved in .RETUR.
$C2 contains the address of LIST, which in turn contains the
of the parameters. These are stored as follows:
.ADRA contains address of BASE
.ADRCM contains address of CMAT
.ADRC contains address of ANMAT
.ADRD contains address of TBASE
•ADRE contains address of EBEIG
•ADRF contains address of EPS
.
N
contains n, the order of the matrix.
After these initializations and after setting up the constants pertainii
to the algorithms, the following procedures are executed in this order:
1. MLTRPS : This procedure accomplishes the multiplication of A • A
(A = BASE) without actually transposing the matrix A.
2. TRPS : creates A1
,
to "ready" A for the multiplication of A1 A. 1. and
2. together enable us to calculate CMAT = A • A* - A* • A. Having
calculated CMAT we next find the largest off-diagonal element in
3- FWDMX: which returns this element to the local memory with address . G.
The location of this element within CMAT is also returned in
.MAXR = rowindex and MAXC = columnindex.
h. AVERG : then tests if the largest off-diagonal is within the range of the
averaged off-diagonal elements. If so we enter
-k6-
5. NULCHK: which determines whether or not any of the c _ c2k-l,2k-l 2k, 2k
are zero. If this test is satisfied,
6. SHFT : is executed. This procedure exchanges the second row for row I,
where I = row index for which sign c = sign (-c ).
Procedures 5. and 6. cause the difference, con _ . _ - con _. , to be2k-l,2k-l 2k,2k




h = k r + (c - C )
2k-l,2k v 2k- 1,2k- 1 2k,2k ;
becomes a maximum which in turn causes c _ _, = (l/2) h to be maximal.2k-l,2k
Tests have shown that including these procedures avoids oscillation of the
elements of CMAT when BASE is close to normal but not yet normal enough to
consider the results final. If the checks under h. or 5- are not satisfied,
enter:
7. SHUT1 : which rearranges CMAT according to MAXR and MAXC found in 3.; i.e.,
it brings the larges off-diagonal element into the (2k-l,2k)
position. This rearrangement corresponds to the transformation
M* • A • M.
8. ANGL: This procedure represents the algorithm used to find the transfer
matrix ANMAT, a tridiagonal matrix consisting of 2 x 2 submatrices
of the form P (described in the discussion of the mathematical
e
background of the Eberlein method) . The actual transformation of
BASE = (ANMAT) ' BASE ' AMAT takes place in the following sequence
of procedures
:
9. MULTPL: (BASE' ) = BASE • ANMAT is found. The scheme is the same as that
under Jacobi.
0. TRAPOS: finds the transpose of KNMAT by changing the sign of the sin
k"
1. MUISA : BASE = (ANMAT) • (BASE'). (For a detailed description, the reader
is referred to the discussion of "storage scheme" in Section II.B.l
and Flowchart U.b.e.) Having the intermediate form of the matrix
BASE, we calculate from it in:
-k7-
12. HYANG : cosh and sinh and again form a tridiagonal matrix using the
core space of ANMAT. HYANG also finds the convergence factor
IT (A) = FINVAL. A check to determine if BASE can he made
diagonal, i.e., whether tanhU is not equal to one, is included.
If it is equal to 1, we leave HYANG immediately and determine
if BASE has reached its normal form. If so, we leave the subroutine
altogether. If not, we return to step one and repeat the sequence
of procedures without undergoing a transformation on BASE using
ANMAT just found. If tanhU is equal to 1, we form
BASE = (ANMAT) • BASE ANMAT according to the procedures described
under steps 9-11.
Now a sequence of tests is performed to check the state of normali-
-9
zation. First FINVAL < 10 ' is tested. If this test is not satisfied, we
return to 1. On the other hand, if it is satisfied, we determine whether or
not the difference between the previous FINVAL and the present FINVAL is less
-12
than 10 . If not, we again return to step one and repeat all steps. If it
is satisfied, the matrix BASE is sufficiently normal and we enter:
13. SATE: a procedure for checking that all a = a ; i.e., we test sign
pq qp
(a ) since an accumulation of errors will never bring the ideal result.
qP
If sign (a ) = sign (a ) for all p and q,
pq qP
lU. SYM : is executed. There we make BASE truly symmetric by calculating
(a + a..)/2, which is returned to BASE into both (i,j) and (j,i)
ij J 1
locations, after finding the error by computing:
(a..) -. - (a.. + a. .)/2 and (a..) ,, - (a.. + a..)/2lj'old ij ij y/ ji old ij ji '
The last results are returned to the error-matrix EPS. If, however,





15. ASYM : is entered, which also averages the off-diagonal elements by
computing ( a. . + a.. )/2. Here, too, an error-matrix is created as under 13.
48-
The subroutine is then left with a flag in $C2, to signal the
lymmetric case (a = a ) or the asymmetric case (a = -a ). From the
pq qp pq qp
:ontent of $C2, $C2 =0 or $C2 = 1 respectively, a decision can he made to enter
IIGEN, the subroutine for finding eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a real symmetric
tatrix, or perform the algorithm of finding complex eigenvalues and complex
ligenvectors through the subroutine CEIGEN.
-1*9-
3. Flowcharts






the Total Transformation Matrix
C = CMAT = BASE = A x
BASET - BASET x BASE
FINDC (A,C,N)
FEDMX (C,N,MAXR,MAXC,G)
Finds largest off diagonal
element and loads it in G.
MAXR and MAXC are the row-
and column-indices for G.
-50-
Find Range between












SHUF ( EBEIG, MAXR,MAXC,N)
ANGL (ANMAT,C,N)
Bring largest












































A tag that can "be
tested to see whether
A = BASE was symmetric
or asymmetric.
-5k-
Flowchart k. Procedures to Eberlein's Method
a) FINMX (C,N,MAXR,MAXC,G)
no
F[I] = max C[I,J]
1
MMCOL [I] = J
1 = 1+1








I = 0,K =
Clear TEMP
J =
•» Load Row I of BASE
Route NUMB d = J
_J '
TEMP = TEMP + A[I] x A[MJMB]
< f
Route TEMP d = 1
'
'
J = J + 1
_%es_
























c) ANGL (AUMAT, C, N )
TEMPI = C[2k-l,2k]
TEMP2 = h x (C[2k-l,2k]) * 2
V
GERSHG == (C[2k-l,2k-l] - C[2k,2k])
1 '
TEMP2 = SQRT (TEMP2 + ( GERSHG) * 2)
SINE = SQRT (0.5 - C[2k-l,2k]/TEMP2)
AlMAT[2k,2k-l] = -AMMAT[2k-l,2k] = SINE






COSINE = SQRT (0.5 + C[2k-l,2k]/TEMF2)












a) HYAWG (ANMAT, A, N )
D = A[2J-l,2k-l] - A[2I,2k]
I
E = A[2I-l,2k] - A[2I,2k-l]
KAP2 = KAP2 + D x E




TANH = -2 KAP2/KAP1
v
AH = 1 - TAEH
D = l/SQRT (1 - TAJffiSQ)
E = SQRT ((D+l)/2)
COSH := SQRT ((E+l)/2)
D = SQRT ((E+l)/2 - 1)
61-
©
AIMAT [2k-l,2k-l] = AEMAT [2k, 2k] = COSH
ANMAT [2k-l,2k] = ANMAT [2k,2k-l] = SINH




e) MULSA : Multiplying Two Matrices BASE = (ANMAT) • (BASE')-
If ANMAT was created in ANGL, the 2x2 matrices going
down the diagonal are different; if it was created in






Load cosh\|/ and sinh\|/








into .SAV2 and .SAV3
respectively
Multiply Row I of
BASE by . SAV2
.63-
©
Store Result in TEMP
Multiply Row I + 1
of BASE by .SAV3
Add Result to TEMP
Store Result in






Multiply Row I + 1
of BASE by . SAV2
yes
Change the Sign
of Content of . SAV3
6k-
Add Result to TEMP
Store Result in
Row I + 1 of TBASE
• 65 -
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DEFINE CALL 3NAME(BPAFAMETERS) =
3 IF pSIGN(pMFIELD(pNAME)) p THEN
EXTERNAL pNAME; pFI

















DATA -3- 9^ 56 57^8157 -6, -5. 9^569958816 -5,(0)60;
DATA
-2.40792235573 -3, -3- 9^ 56 57^157 -6;
TATA 2.00000292089,-1.72122395238 -4, (0)60;
data 3.28938777238 -5, -5-9 I+ 56996816 -5;
DATA -I.72122395238
-4,2.99999997304,(0)60;
EIGV: BLK \'i 'p the eigenvector matrix
ANMAT: BLK MM;f THE TRANSFORATION MATRIX
TEASE: BLK MM;% TEMPORARY STORAGE
-68-
START : FILL;
loll'll'll'll'll'll'll'll'll'll'll'll'll'll'll'll'll'll'll'll'll'll'll'll'/l/l'll'll'll'/III'll'll'll'IIII II II II IIII IIII IIIIII IIIIII IIIIII IIII II IIII IIIIII
LIT(O) =1,3,0;% print out the original matrix








milii iiiiii ii ii iiii ii ii ii iiii iiii iiii iiii ii iiiiimm
CALL EIGEN(BASE,EIGV,ANMAT, TEASE, 0, MM);
ioiiiiii iiiiii ii iiiiiii/iiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiii1/iiiiiimm









lollII II II IIIIII IIII IIIIIIIIIIII IIIIII IIIIIIIIII II IIIHI
LIT(O) =1,3,0;













































































































































3 ) « ] cR » ** '•










































R FJ I 'N G
Etgenv




















ESSTN1 IS U^EO LET












lUOOOOOOOOOOOOOnOOOOOOt 8»ENA8i ING ONE PE
ENABLING PATTERN FOR THE FIRT n PE S.
64-n» CONSTANT USE D IN END AROuNn ROUTING
row index for max. val. found in Rwsm.
AdoR^SS SAVED HERE
CONVERGENCE FACTUR
TURN-ON PATTERN For THE ANGLE ROUTINE

























































































































































THRESHOLD FACTOR TO BE CHECKED AGAINST
THRESHOLD FOR SUPER-DIAGONALS.
IN NEK LOOP COUNT IN MAIN PROGRAM,
CONVERGENCE-FACTOR FOUND IN Anr)IT"ROUT






























RETUK CONTAINS THE RETURN AOR,
TO l.lN* TO THE OUTSloE.




AORESS OF THE ERKOR MATRIX

















































.4 2.63 J* PE NUMoERING
NTAIUS bOUND ON ElGtNVAL. I * * * " j
TFR ANY row/col. SHUFFLE *##"»
NSFOHMATl ONMATRI X - AMMAT * » « "
J
TFR ThE TRANSFORMATION «**"»




LOAU ROUTING 0T STANCE,
* SA lb ASSUMED TO CONTAIN THE ELEMENTS
TO IE ROUTED.
THIs PAPT CLFANs THE FI-R S T PF«<;
OF RbA, IN CASE FLEMENTS HA\/E "FEN
ROJTED INTO THOSE PE"S. FROM AccROSS
I ThE ouundary N.
BRING THOSE ELEMENTS WHICH wERF ROUTED
























































































































CLEAR RfiA PAST THE BOUNDARY N
rttnnntttsttittt»tn»$t*ttittt«itt»ttttttttiuttMtt
.sav3js and the result <iill 8e in sa properly
stcR»* Routed. then return.
******************************************************
OH shift, right for d lss 64
RETURN aorfss

















































SUM UP IN ARS. VALUE EvERY RO^j OF THE
MATRIX BASE AND FIND FIRST THE MAXIMUM
OF THE INDIVIDUAL SUMS ANO THEN THF
INDEX OF THE ROW WHERE THE MAvlM(jM CAME
FROM.











THE ELEMENT A[I,I] DOES NOT PARTICIPATE
IN THE SUMMING. THEREFORE WE TURN OFF




































































































































E.TH.-EJ? FIND MAXIMAL VALUE IN TEMP,

























X ROijTE SS IN PQWFRS OF TWO
















i MAXIMAL VALUE IS FOUND. wHEN TEST
WHERE niO THE LARGEST VALUE Come F
FIND ROW INDEX.
at thi? point every pe contains th
mavlmal value in ss. while the fir
pe s cnntaln the individual sums i
.MAX CONTAINS THE ROW INDEv WHERE
VALUt CAME FROM,
RETURN TO ThE MAIN PROGRAM.
*************************************
ANYR BRINGS THE ROw WITH THE LARGE
INTO THE TOP Rn*i ANO PULLS ALL OTH




















































































c h n t l ( 1
1
? 'i i
CAnn( 1 *n7 s
AY1« L0K3) .adR
cAnnc3 ) %r\ i
LDa Of 3 )
l_Di_(2) . inR
























AY3 1 l_0l(3) .40RE











N-.MAX. MAX IS THE ROw-INOEX FOR THE
LARGEST RUw-SUM. N-MAXIS THE ROUTING
DISTANCE.
BRING THE ELEMFNTS INTO THEIR RESPECTIVE
POSITIONS WITHIM THEIR RO-^S.
0;%
s;
R0i|TE;EXCHL(3) SICR;« GO TO ROUTE ROUTINE
0(2>!
. \Y I t
al) : *
THf EVENTS ArE In THEIR NEW POTIONS
NU* *E HRINC, THE ELEMENTS INTO TmEIR










BRING THE ELEMENTS FROM T*ASE INTO
THEIR RESPECTIVE MATRIX.
J



































































































































SHUFL BRINGS 2ND R0« TO THF BOTTOM
AND *N0 COLUMN TU THE RIGHT HANO ENOt
PICK UP TrF SErONo ROW OF ThE MATRIX




























=rohte;exchl( 3) *I C R»
or?);
. s H l ; * S K F * " E N






E N 2 N R V
SkFi MATRIX
SH'IFFLE
IN ijSE FOR COLUMN EXCESS
END ADJUST
PICK uP 2N COLUMN ANj STORE It IN TEMP,
END PICK UP
REARRANGE ThE REST OF THE MATRIX
ssr*
. aqkes;*











. 5 A V 8 J










Rn.iTE;Excri L ( 3) jicr;
.SA^b;



















































































































































BRING 2ND COL. INTO LAST COLt






















































. S A V 2
1
0( P J
RniiTE JEXCHLC3 ) ilCRI
0(1)1
* l » s h 3 1 % ENn U N s K E *
.SAVlj* RETUKN TO MAlN-PROGRAM
S T C K J
*************************************************
ANGLE FINDS THE TRANSFORM A T
I
OM-MaTrI X









































































































































N 1 1 m ri :
. ad^a;
















TEMP CONTAINS THL INDEX OF THE FORM
2L*1»?L FOR L=0»l»2 N-l/2
LOAn A[?l,2l-n FUR ALL I LSS THAN OREQLN
2! U2I.2I-1 ].
all p E s Contain the value 2 J a r
2
i • 21-11
IN GHC1HPS Or 2.
LUAD A[ I. n FOR All I
SA CONTAINS AC2T-1.2I-1I IN EVERY OTHER
FOrM AC2I-1.2I-1J-AC2I.2I]
ALL PE S OF TEMP2 CONTAIN A C 2 T - 1 , 2 I - 1 ]
-
AC 2 I 2 I ] IN GROUPS OF 2.































I . A N . E S
e;













. 7. E H i
SET I WHERE MANTISSA IS ZEPO»
ThE BOUNDARY n
IE none OE THE TLMP2 rt^RE ZERn. THEN Go
TO ANlt OTHERWISE CONTINUE.

























































































» AN"! » *












*r 1 ! *
IF TLMP1 is N0""mERE LSS WHERE TEmP2»0
THEN GO TO AN2. OTHERWISE
PLACE THE SINES wITH THEIR CORRECT SIGNS
TEMP CONTAINS INDEX FOR SUPER




TLmP2=0 ANU TEMPI GTR UR EQL 0,








































































F n w TE^2.0





































































































































































• a ^3 J *
Rr.l S
TFMP2;






















, A M T U -N J





































































































SET-UP IS SUCH THAT




















































































Snl»MiJL3;jt IF *C0=1» CHECK IF .SAV9«1
.S4V9;







. n m E
;
.SAV2;


























































































































































































EOURF MULTIPLIES ANMAT(TR.1» ThE TRANSPOSE
ORMA T I fiN-MA TRI X BY «ASF*RASE X ANMAT COM-
pPilCFnijRE tuLTpL. SA M nL TAKES A uv A gT A^.E
RY Or THE RESULTING MATRIX AnH. THUS. COm-
E ELE'<ENTS OF THE MRS N/? + l DIAGONALS
REST .-jITh The JUST CALCULATEn tLE'-'ENTS.
LL EFFICIENCY . SNCE THE NijMuFR OF MuLTIPL.
EEN RrnUCEO FROM N X m TO 3(N/?*1). FURTHER
FOLLHw As T H E ALG(jRiTn M GOES AL"N r,
.
ttstiia*»iH8*«t»**tt*»itttat*$»»»»t*ttt»ttMn





.SAVlj* SAVE THE RETURN AnURESS
= n,l. 0',% SET UP THE LOUP CUUNT
.
m ;
) 1 : r sci » N/2
) hr 1 !
) ?U l
) ,<;PEC|X SC2 = TURN ON PATTERN
Nl|r4d;< SX = iNnEX T() PICK (J P THE
LNTS OF A N m A T ( T R , )
.A0KE51S* AORESl=AnnRFSS OF ANMAT(TR.)
0(1)1* THE DIAGUNAL ELEMtNTS ARE
) i n . S A L »
. <u V2 :
U MATCH THESE ELEMENTS WITH
OF THF ELEMENTS OF BASE. ThEy NEED TO HE
t
) sROilTE SEXCHL( 3) X 1 C p ;





. S A V 2 J
sR0UTF.;EXCHL(3) SICK;
DE* For ThE PROPER PICK UP OF THE ELEMENTS
BASE
&A :






SljPERPlACujNAL OF ANMAT ARCh/E ThE OIA-




= ROi)TFiEXCHL( 3) *ICR»





































































STL(l) .SAV2JX 3RING THESE ELEMENTS INTO
X THE LOCTlnN OF THE ELEMENTS OF hASE.
C l c ( 3 ) ;








LOL( 1 ) Sro
j
CSUB<1) $0l!
JUMP SAL"}* FIND THE ROUTING DISTANCE FOR THE IN.
% OE X FR DIAGONAL P T r K " U P UF THE ELEMENTS OF oASE.











Lda m i ) m r .
LDL( 1 ) .NMnj
STL(l) .SAV?:
CLC( 3i J
SlIT^3) =Rni)TE:F*CH L ( 3) JlCrfJ
x pick up The elements below the mai-m-di agonal of anmaktr.)





Lda *o( n i
ldL(1) sco;
caodc 1 ) sd 1 i
STL(l) .SAV2J
CLCOlji; match up the elements with THE




CLC(3jjX ADJUST ThE INDEX FOR RASE PICK-UP






I NOW WE HA V E TO STOpF THE ELEMENTS PROPERLY.
STa TfmPj




























































































SA L 8«« S^TE
SEtEI
CLpA 1
STa TF'< p i
T X r T M ( ) , + 1 ;
JUMP SAL'"
X REPLACE. The 2k-1.?k Awn THF
f ORAKY SoHA^iE MATRI* HV FOAT






r s h R ( l) O(o);












S B M $ r. o »
LDs <a:




"KOnTL JEXCHLC 3) MCR»
sa;




% » + 11
salo ;






t r m h 1 ;
t f. h p J













i I C h i





































































* THE M A TpIX HAS























eo( 1 > J
mow its final Form. *e now map THE
N TsASE INTO RAsE.















ADnIT rALCOLATES THE SUM Or The OFF-
OlAGUNALS SiUARE ANO DIVIDES TT BY THE








































. s a v i ;
= o»s
.SAV5;







CHEc K FOR nFF-OTAGONAL OR nlAOONAL SUM






























I i * ENn ro^-sum
R.-EJ
ND.EJ
* SUM UP THE ELF m FNTS IN EACH PF.












































































































































































































* * * * *
r**************************************
TrtAS p OS FlNnS THE TpAN$POSF Or THE ANGLE'

















• a n H C i
«n(3) i
«n(i) t
SAVl JEX C hL( 3) MC*>
























, F «i H I
0(0) I
8C?»
CONV CHECKS FOR THE A8S. -VALUE OF THE OFF






















































































































I . A N 1 . Z I



























































THIS ^ROCEOURE TRAMSPOSES THE
X.
.SAVl;X SAVE KETURN AORESS


















































































































































































C.EKs H F l<*°S 4 HnDNO ON THE EIGEN-






% Th£ RAqIiiS flF TriF nlSK Acc«
SlST S n F THE s UM nf THE A-i$
elements located tn R'J«
I.E. ThE ROwSUM nr Each
Tn GEwSHGORlS
VALUE o r T H E
THEOR-1 CON-
nFF*OlAGnNAL
I FOR .hHIch A [ I» I latlGvAL. I
1'inlVTUUAi. ROW HAS TO BE
FOUND. ThF CENTFR nf THE DISK IS THE EIGEN./ALUE ITSSElF
%$tt*$*it9ittt«ttu~3U39t*t*ttttt»*t*iia»att«ttitttt9t*ttttttttttt





% FINUTNr, THE SUM nr THt. KO EQUALS FlNDINr, THE SUM OF THE
X COLUmuS* SINCE THE MAT^M IS SYMMETRIC.
GERSi











TXEFMd ) . r, E * S J












CONTAINS RADII. THE CENTER HAS
HAS TO RE READ FROM UUTPUT Or
THE FINAL MATRIX, WHICH CO*Es
UuT Or THE PROCEOURE EIGEN









EIGEnUnTrY] I fill;* save the CONTENT of acaro.acari.



















































































































































































u a ( o ) s n i {
L ( o
)
. M M u J
T(0) = *4 i
i|R(0) *n?J
L(0) .douti
T(0) =10000 00 ooooooooooooooifl:
I















T(0) =0!* INOEX TO FETCH ONE OF
L(0) .S4V6J























001 1 1 o
001 1020*




































001 13 9 0-
001 1400"
001 U I o •
001 1420"
001 1430"
001 14 4 0"
001 U50
001 1460"
































E <J L X T (
r Ann( o
)
sT L r o)
% ************





































) %r)0'*H% CHECK rtFThER AN IDENTITY MATRK MAS
Mall;* TO 3t CPEATEll HP. NOT
.spec;/ cheate identity matrix.
SCO j
N 1 1 M B I




*0(2>;« EIr,v = ElGEN(/ECTOR-MATRI / INITIALLY THE
IDEN I ITY-MATRI Y.
**************
.
'>. a 1 1 ;
. <;i v/o ;
= 1 i




) VI 1 <* » -IA I 1 i
,7f^E;
**************
* find maximal Row "sum and Rh^-inDEX .max




) «00» + l J* IS aimy-ROw. COLUMN SHUFFLE VECEsSARv.
m a I 3 :
***»*•*•••****
. a « A ; a FIRsT WE SCUFFLE R A s E ;
. a n h E s s
=Amyr;ExchL(3) sicri
= 1 . '-I E S S 2 - 1 » M E. S S 1
J
rr 3» 32 :
.















= ANYR?EXCH L (3) 1. 1 C r :
**************







* FIND THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OE THF clJPFR-DI
TO CUM-ARE THEM AGAINST A THRESHOLD EAC
= CQNJV5EXCHL( 3 ) MCR;
E.Ort.-EJ






















































































I 1 ** 1 ~
11820
118 3 0''
































































































































































. AnKC;CSHl( 3 ) 6;,yRTPEMj
**************
.ApiRCSi GU THROUGH THE TRANSFORMATION RY MEANS
• AnRESUX Of MULTIPLICATION









=Mh L tPl'EXCHl( 3) SICRI






E , A N • E I
M I
MljLTPU
) S 1 r. R l
% FIND TRANSPOSE OF ANGLE'MATRI/
=TRAS H OSJEXCHL( 3) SICRJ













S C 3 » " 3 2 1
. APRA;CSHL( 3 ) 6#nRTPFM>
**************
* F I MO CONVERGENCE-FACTOR.
= AonlTiEXCHL(3) UCr)
) , + 1 J
m 4 1 t-Jii ;

































































































































• + 1 i
hai2;
• t-N E x
;
. AURA ; % A 2ND-R0*i»2UD-cnLUHN SHUFFlF nN RASI
NO EIGENVECTOR-MATRIXJ







E , A N J . E S
SA I




























































































































= Mij L T^LJEXCHL( J) *lr*»
=o, 1 . o;


































= r F R S -i J





TUR* HACK TO THF OUTSIDE
1 I
%r i »




















































The Subroutine EEERL, Jacobi-Like Method
-94-
R F r, T N
r n i i?ei
f CAI L - DFrTMTlON
D F F I N F C A I I »NAMF(*PApAMFTFPS)=
«Tr RM^'f t-Vf TFI O(JNAMF) ) «THfN
fXTFRNAl KNAMFI RFT






Si ITf 2) LIST!
FNPJ *Fl
CLr( 35J
S L T T ( 3 ) RNAMFI
F X r H I ( 3 ) * I C B J * * J
%ti$*imnitiiiiinii*tti$iti*itti)i*ti*i*it****tt*«iiitifttiiti






% CAPP(1 > SC3I
* CAnP( 1 > $D3J
S CPnTLf 15 24 J




% 117(2") = 64;
% cappM) SC2J





%t FPFPL NPPMAI TZFS A MTRlx
t$ AN-p» THUS* PPFPApFS IT FOB FIGFN-



























. A N T 1 1 N t










































1 OOOOCOPOOOOOOOOOOPOOO I *,FM8R| INC, ONF PF
FNAPLTNP, PATTFPN FPP THF FTPT N PF S.
64-K, CPNSTAKJT nSFP TN F KIO APOU^ BOUTyNG
RPW IMQFX fOB M/iy. VAL. FOUNO IK1 RWSM.
APPPFSS SA\'FO MFRF
fONVFBGFMCF CHFpK
TUPN-PN PATTFRM FO" ThF ANRI.F RPl'TlNF
THT MAXTMAl nFF-DIAGPNAl Fl FMFNT
THF ROWTNPry FPP AROVF Fl FMFNT


































































































t M F S «; 2 t
T.MESS3:













































































CONVFRGFNCr-FArTOP FOllNP IN HYANG-RPIlTI
CHFfK FOR SUPERPIAGS EOl 0.
SAVF REGISTER.
RFTliR CPMTAINS THE RETURN APR.
APPESS TO | INK TO THE P|iTSTOF




APPFSS PF THF FPRPR MATRIX
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I. Modified JACOBI ' s Method [l] for finding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
a Hermitian matrix is a well-suited algorithm for ILLIAC IV. It is based on the
idea of subjecting the matrix to a series of orthogonal transformations that
eliminate the off-diagonal elements such that the matrix under consideration
becomes diagonal. ILLIAC IV with its parallel structure provides a tool for
eliminating n off-diagonal elements in one single sweep, so that the whole
process of making the matrix diagonal becomes very rapid.
II. Modified EBERLEIN's method for real matrices: While Jacobi's method is
applied to Hermitian matrices, Eberlein's method [2] applies a series of
similarity transformations to a non-symmetric matrix- until it is practically
normal. The resultant normal matrix is thai reduced to the diagonal form [2],
obtaining the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The results, of course, are best
when the matrix can be made diagonal.
This document presents a brief theoretical background and a detailed
description of both programs, written in ASK, including the flow-charts.
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